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Abstract
When producing textual descriptions, humans express propositions regarding an object; but what do they express when annotating a
document with simple tags? To answer this question, we have studied what users of tagging systems would have said if they were to
describe a resource with fully fledged text. In particular, our work attempts to answer the following questions: if users were to use full
descriptions, would their current tags be words present in these hypothetical sentences? If yes, what kind of language would connect
these words? Such questions, although central to the problem of extracting binary relations between tags, have been sidestepped in
the existing literature, which has focused on a small subset of possible inter-tag relations, namely hierarchical ones (e.g. “car” –is-a–
“vehicle”), as opposed to non-taxonomical relations (e.g. “woman” –wears– “hat”). TagNText is the first attempt to construct a parallel
corpus of tags and textual descriptions with respect to particular resources. The corpus provides enough data for the researcher to gain
an insight into the nature of underlying relations, as well as the tools and methodology for constructing larger-scale parallel corpora that
can aid non-taxonomical relation extraction.
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1. Introduction
Collaborative tagging is a cheap and easy way to produce
information about digital documents. However, the result-
ing representation has low expressive power, since the inter-
tag relations that users bring with them in the tagging pro-
cess are not recorded. Tagging interfaces force – or give
freedom to – users to provide just tags, omitting any rela-
tions that might connect the corresponding concepts in the
users’ minds. Put differently, tagging systems oblige users
to exclude part of the language they might otherwise have
used to describe resources. Inducing such relations could
raise the semantic content of tag data, which could, in turn,
facilitate search through query expansion or produce mate-
rial useful for semantic applications.
It is safe to assume that most implicit statements made
by users while tagging connect concepts with non-
taxonomical relations. For example, while annotating a
resource, such as an image, with “kids”, “garden”, “ice-
cream”, “people” and “flowers”, users are more likely to be
forming thoughts such as “The kids are eating ice-cream”
and “The garden contains flowers” rather than “Kids are
people”. Nevertheless, research has concentrated on ex-
tracting hierarchical relations (subsumption, instantiation
and equivalence) between folksonomy tags. Hierarchical
relations are typically induced with graph-based techniques
(Heymann and Garcia-Molina, 2006; Benz and Hotho,
2007) or Association Rule Mining (Schmitz et al., 2006;
Lin et al., 2009) and attempt to reveal the taxonomy under-
lying an entire folksonomy. The few studies that have been
conducted on extracting non-taxonomical relations have
used some form of ontology as a corpus (Specia and Motta,
2007; Maala et al., 2007; Angeletou et al., 2008; Sordo et
al., 2010), a process which suffers from data sparsity since
structured data, in contrast to tagging data, are hard to ac-
quire. A general-purpose text corpus has been used for a

small part of the research by Trabelshi and his colleagues
(2010). However, the relations induced are not resource-
specific, and therefore make no prediction about the im-
plicit statements made by users while tagging. Rather, such
relations establish general facts such as “birds” –fly in–
“sky”.
To help overcome the above limitations, we have con-
structed TagNText, a corpus that contains both tags and
text-like descriptions of five images, provided by 219 par-
ticipants (i.e. 1095 tag-text parallel annotations). Although
this parallel corpus has been compiled on a small scale, it
provides a valuable language resource for theoretical re-
search (e.g. on tagging behaviour and the nature of implicit
relations) and lays the foundations for the construction of
much larger corpora that can aid non-taxonomical relation
extraction.
In this work we are exploring tagging and description pat-
terns of images, as opposed to digital resources that of-
ten contain spoken or written language (e.g. bookmarks,
videos, audio). The main reason is that, when labelling
images, users perform tagging at its purest form, with-
out the interference of language already existing in the re-
source. Moreover, the lack of words in images renders non-
taxonomic relation extraction especially challenging, since
the resource itself cannot provide us with relevant language
that will assist in our task.
We also restrict our work to resource-specific, as opposed
to folksonomy-wide, inter-tag relations, that is relations be-
tween the tags describing a particular document. This is
what Peters and Weller (2008) refer to as ‘syntagmatic re-
lations’; ones which can hold between tags in the context
of a resource.
Since the vast majority of studies on relation extraction
between tags focus on taxonomical relations, resource-
specificity has, so far, been irrelevant. For instance, induc-
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ing the relation ‘is equivalent to’ between the tags ‘car’ and
‘automobile’ neither profits from nor requires a focus to a
particular resource, since i) it makes a statement that can
be true of every resource that has been annotated with both
tags and ii) it does not necessitate that the two tags have
been drawn from the same resource. Nonetheless, when at-
tempting to extract generic, non-taxonomical relations, the
resource tagged (the image in our case) is an essential point
of reference. For example, the relation between tags ‘boy’
and ‘tree’ can be ‘climbing’ for one image and ‘sits under’
for another image. Additionally, the co-existence of two
tags within an image’s annotations provides some evidence
for the existence of a possible connection between the tags
and, thus, legitimises the search for a relation.
TagNText was compiled not only for the purpose of investi-
gating the nature of tag-tag relations, but also as a precursor
to larger parallel corpora, since, ultimately, image-specific
relation extraction may require the use of large corpora;
ones that, for any unseen tagged image that we need to ex-
tract relations for, will contain similarly annotated images
with corresponding text. Such a corpus can be created by
various means, including crowd-sourcing. One might think
that an alternative to creating a large parallel corpus is im-
age processing, which could allow us to ‘see’ the relations
between the objects denoted by the tags. However, what
we see with this method is limited to attributes and (rela-
tive) positions of objects, which is only a small subset of
the relations that seem to lie beneath a collection of tags for
an image. At the moment we are also investigating the ex-
tent to which text corpora alone can be used instead of large
parallel corpora, but this is outside the scope of this paper.
In the next section we provide an overview of tagging as
a way to ‘talk about’ an image. In section 3. we present
some previous work on creating corpora of tags (from folk-
sonomy and image or video annotation experiments) with
or without corresponding text, while in section 4. we out-
line the methodology and process of constructing TagN-
Text. Section 5. describes the data acquired, explaining
how the corpus has been processed so far and how it can
be used in the future. Finally, section 6. concludes the pa-
per.

2. Tagging
Tagging is the practice of annotating digital resources with
uncontrolled vocabulary. It can be seen as the evolution
of subject cataloguing for libraries as it produces metadata
whose implied relationship with the document it is attached
to is nothing more than ‘about’. Tagging is a form of de-
scriptive, as opposed to prescriptive, document indexing
(Tennis, 2006).
An analysis of two tagging systems Delicious1 and Flickr2

(Tonkin and Guy, 2006) revealed that 90% of the tags sub-
mitted on the websites are nouns. Spiteri (2007) found that
nouns account for 88% of the tags used, while 6% are ad-
jectives. Her conclusion was that the tags people use in
order to annotate resources tend to represent things.
But why do people tag? Strohmaier and his colleagues
(2010) distinguish between two types of activities that users

1http://www.delicious.com/
2https://www.flickr.com/

Figure 1: Resource “house” and responses of Participant 33

perform on a tagging system, categorising resources and
describing resources. These activities aim to facilitate later
browsing and later retrieval respectively. When categoris-
ing a resource, tags can be approximated by categories of
Flickr images; when describing it, tagging behaviour can
be simulated using data from ESP games (von Ahn, 2006),
in which users try to guess each other’s tags for an im-
age and end up labelling the image with highly descriptive
tags. Strohmaier and his team show that different tagging
systems motivate users differently (see (Trant, 2009a) for a
summary of other reasons for tagging). In the tagging sys-
tem that we have used for our experiments (Steve folkson-
omy; see section 4.), the motivation is stated as describing
(“user-contributed descriptions”) resources for facilitating
later retrieval (“improving on-line access to works of art”)
(Trant, 2009b).
Tags can be assigned to a particular resource by either its
author or by everyone (Vander-Wal, 2005). The latter case
is more interesting since it allows us to construct the ‘so-
cial meaning’ of a resource, created by means of collective
intelligence. When different users annotate the same re-
source, the result is a multi-set of tags, which can be visu-
ally represented through a tag cloud. Such a representation
informally resembles a fragmented piece of text, which in-
vites us to find the ‘missing bits’, that is the inter-tag rela-
tions.
According to Peters and Weller (2008), there are two types
of inter-tag relations, paradigmatic ones and syntagmatic
ones. The former are context-independent and can hold be-
tween tags from across resources. The latter are context-
specific and hold between tags within a particular resource.
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To enhance the tags with induced syntagmatic relations
for images, we need to gain a deeper understanding of
resource-specific text and identify patterns which help us
decide on the missing relations between tags (see Figure 1
for instance).

3. Related work
Some notable attempts to create tagging corpora for re-
search use were made within the TAGora project (2006-
2009)3, although none of the datasets available are tags-text
parallel corpora. The reason is that such information, that
is text explaining the use of tags, is simply not available on
the web, with the exception of some sparse and mostly la-
conic captions of tagged images (e.g. on Flickr4) or notes
on tagged bookmarks (e.g. on Delicious5).
A large-scale corpus that contains annotations of both tags
and text is Social-ODP-2k96 (Zubiaga et al., 2009). The
corpus consists of 12,616 unique URLs (bookmarks) from
Delicious, all of which are annotated with, among other
things, the number of users tagging the bookmark, its top
10 tags, user notes and reviews from StumbleUpon7. De-
spite its large coverage and tag-text parallel data, the cor-
pus is not ideal for our task since i) Delicious notes do not
amount to descriptions; they simply constitute complemen-
tary information, ii) the resources are typically textual.
Two datasets from the Referring Expression Generation
field (the GRE3D7 corpus (Viethen and Dale, 2011) and
the Wally Referring Expression Corpus (WREC)8 (Clarke
et al., 2013)) contain textual descriptions of entities, used
for modelling how humans select attributes that distinguish
entities in an image from ‘distractors’. GRE3D7 is a collec-
tion of 4480 descriptions of geometrical objects in different
shapes, sizes, colours and positions. As evident from our
Introduction, such a dataset would be too limited for the
scope of relationships we wish to cover. WREC, on the
other hand, contains 4256 descriptions of individuals in 28
different real and visually complex scenes. It encodes wide-
ranging relations between objects (e.g. ‘a man with lots of
light blue hair and a grin’) but still lacks the tag-text duality
that we are after (as it contains only text). Given that such
descriptions are similar to our intended end-product (as-
suming, for instance, that ‘man’ and ‘hair’ are tags submit-
ted for the folksonomy image in question), they might be
useful as a gold-standard for the evaluation of our resource-
specific non-taxonomical relation extraction system. How-
ever, as a corpus, it still cannot inform us of the nature of
relations implicit between tags, like TagNText does.
Finally, an interesting attempt at creating a tag and text par-
allel corpus is the work of Khan and his colleagues (Khan
et al., 2012), from the field of video annotation. In their ex-
periment, 140 videos from TREC data were annotated by
13 people with a title, keywords and a textual description

3http://www.tagora-project.eu/data/
4http://www.flickr.com/
5http://www.delicious.com/
6http://nlp.uned.es/social-tagging/

socialodp2k9/
7https://www.stumbleupon.com/
8http://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk/handle/

10283/337

(1820 annotations in total), that can be used for improving
video search. This corpus is the closest to TagNText with
respect to its structure. It would be interesting to explore
whether the inter-keyword relations revealed from the text
in the videos are of a similar nature to the inter-tag relations
uncovered through TagNText.

4. Corpus construction
In order to construct the parallel corpus, we designed an ex-
periment in which participants perform tagging under con-
ditions similar to the ones in tagging websites, and also de-
scribe the images in a way that is as free of bias as possible.
The main hypothesis of the experiment was that the tags
used by a participant for a given picture resemble the words
that the same participant uses while coherently describing
the same image. If this is true, then the text should provide
useful information as to the relations underlying particular
tag pairs. Below is a step-by-step description of the corpus
construction process9.

4.1. Determining experiment objectives
The main goals of the experiment can be summarised as
follows:

• to acquire tagging data and natural language descrip-
tions in a controlled environment.

• to build a folksonomy which is enriched with fully
fledged natural language descriptions provided by
each user for each picture along with the respective
tags.

• to measure the extent to which tags in a particular im-
age annotation appear as words in the description of
the same image.

• to measure the extent to which pairs of tags can be
found as words in the same sentence within a descrip-
tion and to examine the nature of the natural language
stretch that connects such pairs of words in the de-
scriptions (i.e. the relations to be extracted). This
‘nature’ can be described in many ways, for example,
in grammatical dependencies holding within the tag-
language-tag sequences found in the descriptions.

• to test whether this interaction between descriptions
and tags is the same for different groups of users (e.g.
native speakers vs. non-native speakers of English).

• to test how this tag-description interaction differs if
tags and descriptions are examined collectively (i.e.
from all users) as well as within individual user an-
notations.

4.2. Choosing stimuli
Five images were chosen from the Steve folksonomy10

(Trant and Wyman, 2006) to be presented to participants.
The folksonomy was a result of an ongoing project in which

9Additional information can be found on http://www.cl.
cam.ac.uk/˜tt309/TagNText.html

10http://tagger.steve.museum/
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museum professionals and everyday people annotate im-
ages of art objects from museums across the United States,
so as to enrich official metadata. The images selected for
our experiment were drawn from a subset (33,948 images)
of the Steve folksonomy that we collected by crawling the
website during a three-week period in October and Novem-
ber 2011. Highly tagged images were preferred because
this allows the original tags to be later compared to the tags
acquired from our experiment. Among the top 70 most
tagged images11, five were hand-picked according to the
following criteria:

1. balance of multi-word to single-word tags: Images
with more single-word tags were preferred as more
representative of the whole folksonomy and as a way
to avoid complication when later comparing the orig-
inal tags with the ones obtained through our experi-
ment.

2. complexity of image: Simplistic images (e.g. a sin-
gle sculpture against a white background) were dis-
preferred because of the limited possibilities they offer
in term of possible tags and underlying relations.

3. diversity: The five images chosen were reasonably dif-
ferent to each other in terms of themes, style and clar-
ity of the messages conveyed.

During our experiment, the original tags, official metadata
and previous participants’ tags were not available to the
subjects.

4.3. Outlining experiment structure
The experiment was designed to involve two tasks, a tag-
ging task and a description task in two separate phases.
We decided that half of the participants should start (Phase
One) with the tagging task and proceed (Phase Two) with
the description task, while the other half should describe
first and then tag.

4.4. Establishing relevant participant groups
We decide that each participant should be assigned to three
groups (one from each of the three categories below), after
ticking the relevant boxes before the start of the experiment.
The categories were:

• native speakers of English vs. non-native speakers of
English

• with tagging experience vs. without tagging experi-
ence

• starting Phase One with the tagging task vs. starting
Phase One with the description task

The reason was to determine if there are any significant dif-
ferences between the responses of the above groups and,
if not, to rest assured that there are no interactions or bias
involved.

11Repeated tags were taken into consideration. For example, an
image with tags ‘fruit’ occurring three times and ‘yellow’ occur-
ring twice has five tags in total.

4.5. Designing the interface
An online CGI script was written to collect data from par-
ticipants. We decided that the call for participants should
contain a web link to Phase One. Each participant was
asked to provide either tags or descriptions; the script was
designed to log responses and assign a tagging or a descrip-
tion task to participants interchangeably. This way each
task is completed by an equal number (half +/- 1) of par-
ticipants. For Phase Two, the script was designed to send a
personalised link to those who completed Phase One, ask-
ing them to perform the task that they have not yet com-
pleted.
For the tagging task, tags were to be provided on separate
boxes (fields), allowing for whitespaces to be used as word
delimiters between multi-word tags. For the description
task there was one big text field.

4.6. Deciding on instructions for participants
Both the tagging task and the description task were per-
formed in the context of real-life scenarios, which were in-
formative enough to be clearly understood and open-ended
enough to avoid pre-disposing the users towards a particu-
lar tagging or describing behaviour. For the tagging task,
participants were asked to imagine that they need to organ-
ise a personal collection of images on a website and that
adding tags will help them retrieve the images in the future:
“Imagine that there is an art website which contains images
of artworks; let’s call it www.my-personal-gallery.com.
This website allows you to register, choose your favourite
art images and create a personal collection. In order to or-
ganise your images and be able to find them in the future,
the website allows you to label them with keywords (tags).
Now you will be shown 5 pictures. Please provide tags for
each one of them. You are free to type in anything as a tag
as long as it helps you retrieve the picture from your collec-
tion later.” Since personal retrieval is the main reason why
people perform tagging (Vander-Wal, 2007), this scenario
is meant to elicit tags similar to those found in existing tag-
ging websites.
For the description task, participants were asked to imagine
that they are at a book shop browsing a book of images, and
a person with impaired vision is asking them to describe
what the images are about. This scenario was presented
to help users produce descriptions without forcing them to
do too much guesswork. At the same time, it avoids pre-
scribing a particular format (e.g. “write a paragraph”) or
a particular information content (e.g. “describe what you
see”, “describe how the image makes you feel”):
“Imagine that you are in a bookshop holding a book in your
hands. The book contains art images. Next to you there is
a person with impaired vision and they are asking you to
describe and explain to them what the pictures are about.
Now you will be shown 5 pictures. Please describe them to
this person.”

4.7. Piloting
Before the final experiment, three pilots were conducted
(with three, two and two participants respectively), that
tested various parameters and possible complications of the
experiment process. Feedback was received on the usability
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and technical aspects of the interface as well as the clarity
of the instructions.

4.8. Recruitment
The participants were restricted to University of Cambridge
members and were recruited through emails to particular
departments, colleges and societies. The reason for lim-
iting our sample to a university-internal audience was to
avoid introducing too many demographic parameters that
might inhibit our ability to make generalisations about the
data collected. Moreover, we believed that methods like
crowd-sourcing (e.g. with Amazon’s Mechanical Turk12)
would introduce unnecessary noise, for instance, dishon-
est responses that are hard to filter out (Ipeirotis et al.,
2010). To motivate email recipients to engage in the task
we offered every participant who completes both phases of
the experiment participation in a draw for a £100 voucher.
We also emphasised the fun aspect of the experiment and
clearly stated the maximum amount of time that comple-
tion of each task was expected to take.

4.9. Data collection
Phase One was completed in mid-February 2013 by 267
people (134 providing tags and 133 providing descriptions).
Phase Two took place 15 days later (to help minimise rep-
etition bias) and was completed by 219 participants. Data
from the 48 participants who did not continue to the second
phase was ignored.

5. The dataset
In total 219 participants completed both phases of the ex-
periment. Following the experimental design (Sections 4.3.
and 4.4.), we collected four kinds of information from each
participant: i) the task they performed in Phase One (tag-
ging or describing), ii) their command of English (native
vs. non-native speakers), iii) their familiarity with the tag-
ging process (with vs. without previous experience), iv)
descriptions and tags for each one of the five images.
The data was saved in a csv (comma separated value)
file, where each line represents data from one partici-
pant at a time. The full corpus and the data collec-
tion interface will be made publicly available in the near
future. A sample from the first three participants can
be downloaded from http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/

˜tt309/TagNText.html. Figure 2 shows the original
data and part of the TagNText data for one of the images.
Half of the dataset (containing responses from 110 partici-
pants) is currently being used for processing (e.g. various
measurements and relation extraction for the images avail-
able), while the rest is being kept aside for use as develop-
ment and test data after the initial processing is completed.
The following have been measured or performed:

• average length of descriptions per image (56.1
words)

• average number of tags per image (5.5 tags)

12https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome

• percentage of hapax legomena in different partic-
ipant groups (native speakers: 49.1%, non-native
speakers: 33.3%, familiar with tagging: 37.5%, un-
familiar with tagging: 46.1%, performed tagging on
Phase One: 44.2%, performed description on Phase
One: 39.1%). Some of the hapaxes were due to
spelling mistakes since spelling correction lowered the
percentages of all groups by approximately 4%.

• tag-word overlap: Approximately 51.4% of the tags
used by a participant (individual overlap) for a given
image were found in his/her description of the same
image13. After lemmatisation, the percentage in-
creased to 53.4%. This is evidence that people tend
to use the same words to tag and describe an image,
therefore, image tagging can be seen as a form of frag-
mented textual description. Such evidence legitimises
our search for relations between the ‘fragments’. The
overlap was also measured after dumping together all
the tags for a given image (i.e. from all participants)
and all the descriptions (collective overlap). On aver-
age 69.4% of the tags used by all participants for each
picture appear as words in the collected descriptions
for the same image. The percentage rises to 70.1%
after lemmatisation. As can be seen, if we calculate
overlap from all users collectively, the percentage is
higher, which might suggest that, with collective con-
sideration of tags and texts we are likely to extract (re-
call) more underlying inter-tag relations. Such collec-
tive relations will predict not what a particular user
had in mind, but how the ‘public opinion’ or ‘collec-
tive mind’ would describe the image in question if they
were to use language more complex than tags.

• tag pair - word pair overlap: Individual overlap for
tag pairs into text was 16.7% (17.8% lemmatised).
Collective overlap was 31.5% (33.4% after lemmati-
sation).

• extraction of dependency patterns between tag pairs
found in the dependency-parsed descriptions provided
by the users (using Briscoe and Carroll-style depen-
dencies (Briscoe and Carroll, 1995; Briscoe, 2006)
via the C&C parser (Curran et al., 2007)). Depen-
dency patterns (paths) were extracted between tags
in the dependency graphs of sentences. The paths
were non-overlapping and had distance up to 3 (i.e.
four nodes/words; three edges/dependencies). Among
these, some filtered patterns are being used at the mo-
ment to extract relations from wikipedia.

Extracting relations from a general-purpose corpus
can help us determine the extent to which a text-only
corpus can make predictions about resource-specific
relations. Intuitively, tag-relation-tag triples extracted
from a text corpus alone will be true of a particular im-
age only if there is some degree of predictability (e.g.
“house” + “countryside” are usually related with an
“in the” relation in most contexts).

13The process involved splitting multi-word tags into separate
tags
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Figure 2: Data from the Steve project and our experiment. Steve Tagger data includes the image, the official metadata and
a visualisation of relative popularities of tags as labels for the image on the Steve website (http://tagger.steve.
museum/steve/object/231). TagNText data includes a tag cloud from the tags collected for the same image from
the human experiment (with hapax legomena omitted because of space limitations) and a sample of descriptions (from four
participants)

• tag order in user annotations and word order in de-
scriptions: This experiment attempted to answer the
question of whether it is conceivable to think of (un-
ordered, syntax-free) tags as behaving composition-
ally. The fact that particular tags work in tandem to
assign meaning to an image is evident not only from
the high overlap between tag pairs in annotations and
word pairs in descriptions, but also from the high num-
ber of word pairs that were connected with filtered
dependency paths (i.e. ‘relations’; see above) in de-
scription sentences, when these words are identical to
tags. Simply put, there is enough evidence that com-
positionality occurs between some pairs of tags, how-
ever, the question is whether this composition hap-
pens because of underlying syntactic restrictions be-
tween the tags or despite the absence of such restric-
tions. To examine whether tags are as syntactically
constrained as their twin words in text, we compared
the flexibility of tag order within pairs of tags from
all users’ annotations for an image with the flexibil-
ity of word order within the corresponding pairs of
words in all users’ descriptions of the image, when the
words were connected with an approved dependency
pattern. It was found that in cases where the order
of words in a two-word phrase from the descriptions
is essentially fixed (e.g. words “young” and “girls”

appeared only as “young girls” in textual descriptions
and not as “girls young”), when tags are elicited, they
may be given in either order with equal or similar fre-
quency (e.g. “girls”-“young” 50%; “young”-“girls”
50%). Another example could be “vase” and “flowers”
appearing as words in descriptions (“vase”-“flowers”
93%; “flowers”-“vase” 7%, in phrases such as ‘vase of
flowers”, “vase full of white flowers”, “vase with flow-
ers”) and as tags (“vase”-“flowers” 64%; “flowers”-
“vase” 36%). Such an observation suggests that tags
are largely unordered (or, more plausibly, tag order
is more or less irrelevant to users), so the underly-
ing composition between them occurs despite the ab-
sence of syntactic restrictions. An analysis of the en-
tire tag and description datasets revealed that the order
between two tags co-occurring in a users’ annotations
was at least 5 times more flexible than the order of the
same pairs appearing as words within text descriptions
(i.e. the difference between the probability of encoun-
tering the tag sequence ‘a’-‘b’ and the probability of
tags ‘b’-‘a’ is 5 times smaller than the difference be-
tween the probability of words ‘a’-‘b’ and the proba-
bility of words ‘b’-‘a’ in descriptions). This finding
might point in the direction of a more dynamic com-
positionality, as understood within the contextualist
paradigm in Linguistics (Travis, 1997; Travis, 2000;
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Recanati, 2004); a compositionality not strictly bound
by syntax.

Our future plans include performing more measurements
and comparisons between groups of users with significance
testing, that will give us an insight into the tagging be-
haviour as well as the intended meaning of tag clusters.

6. Conclusion
Non-taxonomic resource-specific relations account for the
largest part of the information omitted by users in the
tagging process. However, recovering them has been at-
tempted minimally before, largly due to the lack of parallel
corpora that would guide relation extraction. TagNText is
the first effort for the construction of such a corpus. Al-
though it is a small-scale corpus, it provides i) data of inter-
est to anyone researching tagging behaviour and the nature
of implicit relations in folksonomy, as well as ii) the tools
and methods that can pave the way for the construction of
a large parallel corpus, which will, in turn, encourage more
researchers to address this challenge in the area of inter-tag
relation extraction.
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